Dear Colleague,

It is our pleasure to once again extend a personal invitation to you to join us and our global community of senior executives on the next phase of our Journey to Visionary Innovation, “Convergence”

In our seventh consecutive year, GIL 2015: Europe continues to bring together a global network of today’s best thinkers, visionaries and thought leaders learning how to leverage innovation as a resource to address global challenges.

We are inspired and even more enthused about the unlimited potential that exists in our quest for excellence driven by all the monumental and innovative visionary perspectives shared around the globe, in more than twenty countries that comprise our GIL community.

This year, as we continue sharing, engaging and inspiring one another, we are proud to welcome Frost & Sullivan’s Best Practices Award recipients and their management teams to our community. These distinguished guests - visionaries, innovators and leaders - represent Frost & Sullivan’s 2015 “Best-in-Class” organisations and are a key driver fuelling our community’s thought leadership and global think tanks. The positive impact of these superlative performers’ innovative solutions and services across a diverse range of markets will be formally recognised during our prestigious Growth Excellence Awards Banquet.

Reinforce your commitment to Growth, Innovation and Leadership and join our 2015 Journey to Visionary Innovation today.

We look forward to seeing you at GIL 2015: Europe.

Sincerely,

Dorman Followwill  
Senior Partner and Director  
Frost & Sullivan

Gary Jeffery  
Partner and Director  
Frost & Sullivan
Your "C" Suite:
CEO, CTO, CSO, CFO, COO
- Business Development
- Competitive Intelligence
- Corporate Development
- Corporate Venture Fund
- Investors
- Marketing
- Marketing Research
- Research & Development
- Sales
- Strategic Planning
- Venture Capital

About Frost & Sullivan: Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary innovation that addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break today’s market participants. For more than 50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the Global 1000, emerging businesses, the public sector and the investment community. Is your organisation prepared for the next profound wave of industry convergence, disruptive technologies, increasing competitive intensity, Mega Trends, breakthrough best practices, changing customer dynamics and emerging economies?
Click here to contact us: start the discussion

Why is this a 'MUST-ATTEND' Event?
- Frost & Sullivan’s global community of Growth, Innovation and Leadership is focused on sharing, engaging and inspiring a continuous flow of new ideas and fresh perspectives which leverage innovation as a resource to help address global challenges.
- Year after year, CEOs and members of their Growth Team invest their time to experience a GIL event, renewing their passion, fueling their creativity and gaining access to best practices, tools and strategies that will drive growth and inspire innovation.
- Industry Think Tank sessions afford participants the opportunity to examine a unique 360 Degree Perspective of their industry, global trends and critical factors influencing market growth. These sessions will allow for interactive exchanges with Frost & Sullivan’s analyst community and leading industry experts.
- Benchmark and strengthen your company’s growth strategy against proven best-practice tools and strategies.
- Gain access to a wealth of best-practice tools and strategies to support you in critical decision making as a member of your company’s Growth Team.

The Six Platforms of Growth, Innovation and Leadership
- Visions & Benchmarks
- Corporate Enlightenment
- 360 Degree Visionary Perspective
- Inspiring Innovation
- Implementation
- The GIL Community

Register Now | gilglobal@frost.com | www.frost.com/gileu
08:30  REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

09:00  WELCOME TO THE GIL JOURNEY
Gary Jeffery, Partner & Director, Frost & Sullivan

09:10  KEYNOTE: NEW CONVERGENCE BUSINESS MODELS
Dorman Followwill, Senior Partner and Director, Frost & Sullivan
Executive managers have to strategise and execute today amid unprecedented uncertainty. This keynote explores how to navigate these choppy waters by understanding the new convergence-driven business models, partnership platforms and service models that are enabling companies to continue to win amid the disruptions, collapses, and transformations we are seeing across geographies, markets, industries and companies today.

09:35  KEYNOTE: CONVERGENCE-DRIVEN INNOVATION
       DRIVING PERSONAL MEDICINE IN THE FUTURE - THE
       100,000 GENOMES PROJECT
Professor Mark Caulfield, FMedSci Chief Scientist, Genomics England
This keynote address showcases global leadership in connectivity & convergence driven innovation in the world of healthcare in the UK through the 100,000 Whole Human Genome Sequencing Project, led by Genomics England. The Chief Scientist spearheading this most important project globally on genomics and personalised medicine, Professor Mark Caulfield, will explore this project as an excellent case study of connectivity & convergence across multiple IT platforms and research/care facilities across the UK, coming together to drive global leadership in an initiative that will ultimately impact every person on the planet.

10:00  KEYNOTE: GLOBAL TRENDS IN CONNECTIVITY AND
       CONVERGENCE
Sarwant Singh, Senior Partner, Head of Automotive & Transportation and Visionary Innovation Group, Frost & Sullivan
This presentation provides visionary insights into the impact of Connectivity and Convergence on our future lives, and impact on new business models driven by the rapid proliferation of connected devices and services. As connectivity will push innovative and convergent applications, seamless access and ubiquitous connectivity will be enabled in the main sectors of home, work, and city. The entire gamut of connected living and smart city applications is expected to reach a market potential of over a trillion dollars by 2020, led by the convergence of products, technologies, industries and even competition.

10:25  COFFEE BREAK

10:45  CONVERGENCE BUSINESS MODELS: WORKSHOP
Dorman Followwill, Senior Partner & Director, Frost & Sullivan
This is your opportunity to collaborate and work with colleagues around your table to envision how to become a billionaire! By developing a specific convergence-driven opportunity and associated business plan elements that could enable you to leverage new business models and connectivity & convergence factors, identify a specific opportunity for you and your table to win in the marketplace of 2015!

12:00  NETWORKING LUNCH

13:00  GOOGLE FOR WORK: CONNECTIVITY DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION CASE STUDIES
Nina Bjornstad, Country Manager, Google for Work, UK & Ireland
How do traditional, sometimes slow-moving, organisations drive change from within to stay ahead of the rapidly evolving world in which we live? Nina Bjornstad, Country Manager at Google for Work UK & I, will deliver Google for Work’s vision for how to enable companies to transform through exciting connectivity platforms, with specific case studies from classic global companies who are transforming themselves from the inside out, starting with their individual contributors, and from there driving transformation through their employee teams, business units and the entire enterprise.

13:30  CONVERGENCE BUSINESS MODELS: TEAM PRESENTATIONS
Dorman Followwill, Senior Partner & Director, Frost & Sullivan

14:00  TECHVISION: WELCOME TO THE POWER PACKED WORLD OF TOP 50 TECHNOLOGIES
Ankit Shukla, Practice Director – Technical Insights, Frost & Sullivan
Disruption everywhere is a frightening prospect for most companies unaware of new technologies that will soon arrive to threaten market position and send their strategy, R&D and product development teams into a tail spin. This executive bulletin will share golden nuggets from Frost & Sullivan’s TechVision program to highlight the top 50 disruptive technologies with a powerful message around what you should do to get ahead of the threat.

Key Take-Aways:
• Identify the technologies impacting your business today and in the future
• Build a case to track technologies in a converging world
• Expose your mind to the multi-billion dollar opportunities arising out of serendipitous technology convergence
14:30 TECHVISION WORKSHOP: EXPLORING THE VORTEX OF INNOVATION DRIVING NEW CONCEPTS, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES

Ankit Shukla, Practice Director – Technical Insights, Frost & Sullivan

Knowing a cool technology is one thing, knowing what to do with it is another. It is easy for companies to get caught in a trap of the latest fad that never leads to business ROI. In this session, we will be focusing on how we can identify and build new concepts for stronger stakeholder return.

Key Take-Aways:

• Identify the next waves of innovation and white space opportunities created by convergence of top technologies
• Collaborate with peers to evaluate and co-create potential convergence scenarios worth billions of dollars
• Energize your business ecosystem by collaborating with potential partners

15:00 COFFEE BREAK

15:15 360 DEGREE INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES

Changing Forces Driving Healthcare

Dorman Followwill, Senior Partner & Director, Frost & Sullivan

The global Healthcare challenge continues to be enormous: how to deliver high quality care to every patient globally in a sustainably affordable way? This challenge also represents massive commercial opportunity, and this session will strive to outline the global mega trends and Healthcare industry trends that converge to drive new and exciting opportunities, business models and care platforms in Healthcare.

Energy & Environment: Challenges and Opportunities in the new Wave of cheaper Energy

John Raspin, Partner, Head of Energy & Environment Group, EIA, Frost & Sullivan

Internet of Industrial Things – Vision Roadmap

Muthukumar Viswanathan, Practice Head, Frost & Sullivan

From Mega Trends to Strategy to Action: How Companies are staying ahead of the Curve - Insight and Case Studies from Frost & Sullivan’s Implementation and Learning Solutions Specialists

David Mason, Head of GIL University, Frost & Sullivan

16:30 LEGENDS OF LONDON: INTERACTIVE PANEL

Panelists:

Brent Hoberman, CBE, Co-founder - lastminute.com, made.com, PROfounders Capital, Founders Forum

David Slater, Director, International Trade & Investment, London & Partners

Julia Caesar, Head of development and special documentaries, BBC Business & Economics, BBC Television

Heather Jackson, Chair and Founder, An Inspirational Journey

Hear some of the most innovative leaders in London discuss key lessons they have learned, and how they are currently mapping to the future they foresee for London and the UK in 2020!

17:15 CLOSING COMMENTS AND NETWORKING RECEPTION

Networking that never ends - the GIL Global Online Community

- Access to best practice insights and key take-aways via downloadable presentations shared across all GIL Global events worldwide*.
- Your very own “Peer Connect” profile and ability to search and communicate directly with members of the global community.
- Participate and share your own ideas and fresh perspectives through various blogs and forums from the GIL Global Visionaries, Innovators and Leaders.

*Complimentary access for all GIL 2015: Europe participants
The GIL Community Newsletter (GCN)

Stay informed about the latest market trends, developments, tools and strategies driving the future of your business. Each month, a customised GCN issue will be delivered to you via email; this is a road map that will lead you closer to achieving your growth goals and objectives. Each issue is full of new ideas and fresh perspectives being discussed and shared with more than 400,000 senior executives of our GIL community in more than 40 countries around the world. Visit www.frost.com/gcn to subscribe.
John Raspin
Partner, Head of Energy & Environment Group, EIA
Frost & Sullivan

John Raspin is a partner and directs and manages all activities from the Energy & Environment team to drive growth in the EMEA region and has considerable experience analysing and consulting for both technologies and services within the environment and renewable energy sectors. Coming from the Environment sector where he has managed and led consulting engagements with many tier 1 players, including Veolia Environment, Degremont, Siemens and Schneider Electric, John provides the vision and leadership for Frost & Sullivan’s business in the environment and energy industry. Prior to joining Frost & Sullivan in 1997, John worked for the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF).

Sarwant Singh
Senior Partner, Head of Automotive & Transportation and Visionary Innovation Group
Frost & Sullivan

Sarwant Singh joined Frost & Sullivan in March 1999 and has managed over 250 strategic consulting projects across diverse industry sectors during this time. He heads up two teams in Frost & Sullivan: the Automotive and Transportation Practice and the Visionary Innovation Research group which works on Mega Trends. Sarwant is responsible for managing the global team and for developing and implementing business strategies and fulfilling high-value consulting projects. Sarwant is the author of a book titled, "New Mega Trends: Implications to our Future Lives." The book has been sold in over 30 countries since its launch in Sept, 2012. Sarwant combines his engineering acumen with strong commercial and business awareness.

Muthukumar Viswanathan
Practice Head
Frost & Sullivan

Muthukumar’s functional expertise spans 20+ years of multi-cultural exposure across Europe and Asia in Strategy Consulting, Industrial B2B Market Research and General Management. His industry experience covers a broad range of sectors in the Industrial domain, including Industrial Automation, Process Control, Sensors & Instrumentation, Test & Measurement and Semiconductors. He also possesses emerging market experience gathered in India and Asia and holds an MBA from the University of Chicago, Booth School of Business. Muthukumar is Practice Director of the Industrial team at Frost & Sullivan working with key clients on developing market strategies and implementation plans for growth.

Nina Bjornstad
Country Manager
Google for Work, UK & Ireland

Nina Bjornstad is the Country Manager for the UK/I, Google for Work business where she is responsible for helping to transform and to liberate how work gets done. Nina originally joined Google to establish the market for Google Cloud and in EMEA. Prior to Google she worked for 10 years at Microsoft across a variety of roles across Finance, Corporate strategy, Marketing, International Business Development, and most recently leading Enterprise Partner Sales for the UK. Her career started in the US with the pioneers in technology, Dell and Amazon.com, at the onset of the transformation we are all experiencing today.

Professor Mark Caulfield
FMedSci, Chief Scientist
Genomics England

Mark graduated in Medicine in 1984 from the London Hospital Medical College and trained in Clinical Pharmacology at St Bartholomew’s Hospital (Barts) where he developed a research programme in molecular genetics of hypertension and clinical research. In 2009 he won the Lily Prize of the British Pharmacology Society. In 2000 Mark successfully bid for £3.1 m to create the Barts and The London Genome Centre at QMUL, underpinning over 40 programmes of research. Since 2008 he has directed the Barts National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) Cardiovascular Biomedical Research Unit. In 2012 he become Co-Chair of NIHR Comprehensive Research Network Cardiovascular Sub-Speciality Group. Mark was appointed Director of the William Harvey Research Institute in 2002 and was elected to the Academy of Medical Sciences in 2008. Particular areas of research are Cardiovascular Genomics and Translational Cardiovascular Research and Pharmacology. From 2009 to 2011 Mark was President of the BHS. He also served on the NICE Guideline Group for hypertension and leads the Joint UK Societies’ Working Group and Consensus on Renal Denervation. In 2013 he became an NIHR Senior Investigator and was appointed as the Chief Scientist for Genomics England (NHS 100,000 Whole Genome Sequencing Project) 2013-2017.

Heather Jackson
Chair and Founder
An Inspirational Journey

Heather Jackson is Chair and Founder of An Inspirational Journey, an organisation which supports organisations to drive forward performance through better balanced business and sustainable talent management solutions. The company’s key focus is “Better Balance, Better Business” and works to positively influence and address the imbalance of talent that currently exists at the top of corporate UK and Europe with particular focus on middle management thought to the executive. Delivered as a series of programmes, events and online activities including The Balanced Business Forum (founded by the Women’s Business Forum and now recognised as the world’s first gender balanced leadership conference), The Pearls Programme, Ach-Eve Programme, The Two Percent Club and a social platform AllTV “Real Leaders, Real Conversations”. Working in partnership with RBS, over the last few years the organisation has supported more than 1,400 organisations on this business imperative, and has seen 1,500 women currently on its programmes reaching out to a further 5,000 aspiring leaders with its mentoring and support activities. Heather is an active advocate in the media and acts as an advisory consultant to the government on issues surrounding women in business. She is a regular contributor to regional and national media including CNN, BBC, Sky News, and The Times. With a teenage daughter and son, Heather drives forward this business issue with the aim of ensuring not only her children but the next generations of men and women will be able to have choice and control of how, when and where they take their careers - regardless of gender. In her spare time, Heather has two personal passions, running and art.

Nina Bjornstad
Country Manager
Google for Work, UK & Ireland

Nina Bjornstad is the Country Manager for the UK/I, Google for Work business where she is responsible for helping to transform and to liberate how work gets done. Nina originally joined Google to establish the market for Google Cloud and in EMEA. Prior to Google she worked for 10 years at Microsoft across a variety of roles across Finance, Corporate strategy, Marketing, International Business Development, and most recently leading Enterprise Partner Sales for the UK. Her career started in the US with the pioneers in technology, Dell and Amazon.com, at the onset of the transformation we are all experiencing today.

Heather Jackson
Chair and Founder
An Inspirational Journey

Heather Jackson is Chair and Founder of An Inspirational Journey, an organisation which supports organisations to drive forward performance through better balanced business and sustainable talent management solutions. The company’s key focus is “Better Balance, Better Business” and works to positively influence and address the imbalance of talent that currently exists at the top of corporate UK and Europe with particular focus on middle management thought to the executive. Delivered as a series of programmes, events and online activities including The Balanced Business Forum (founded by the Women’s Business Forum and now recognised as the world’s first gender balanced leadership conference), The Pearls Programme, Ach-Eve Programme, The Two Percent Club and a social platform AllTV “Real Leaders, Real Conversations”. Working in partnership with RBS, over the last few years the organisation has supported more than 1,400 organisations on this business imperative, and has seen 1,500 women currently on its programmes reaching out to a further 5,000 aspiring leaders with its mentoring and support activities. Heather is an active advocate in the media and acts as an advisory consultant to the government on issues surrounding women in business. She is a regular contributor to regional and national media including CNN, BBC, Sky News, and The Times. With a teenage daughter and son, Heather drives forward this business issue with the aim of ensuring not only her children but the next generations of men and women will be able to have choice and control of how, when and where they take their careers - regardless of gender. In her spare time, Heather has two personal passions, running and art.
Lab Bulletin is a free online resource for scientists and laboratory professionals where you can catch up on the latest news for laboratory products and services. It is an extensive directory of laboratory suppliers and manufacturers enabling you to contact companies quickly and easily to request further information. www.labbulletin.com

PharmaTimes Magazine, print and digital offers a unique blend of news, features, case studies, analysis and comment on the issues facing the pharma and healthcare sectors. The Magazine has more than 23,000 subscribers, while the website receives 75,378 unique visitors a month. www.pharmatimes.com

The Register is the one of the world’s biggest online tech publications, with more than nine million unique users worldwide. Starting out in London in 1998 as an occasional email newsletter, The Register began publishing online daily in 1998. Today The Register is headquartered in London, Sydney and San Francisco. Most Register readers are IT professionals - software engineers, database administrators, sys-admins, networking managers and so on, all the way up to CIOs. http://reg.co/2ezH

TechWeekEurope UK is the authoritative UK source for news, features and reviews of business technology. Its aim is to help IT decision makers enhance their business with technology. The site provides insight on topics including mobility, security, cloud computing, public sector and sustainable IT. TechWeekEurope UK is published by NetMediaEurope, a leading B2B IT publisher owning a portfolio of more than 40 sites across Europe. www.techweekeurope.co.uk

The NextWomen is a community of Investors, Entrepreneurs & Advisers. We build formats to support the growth of female entrepreneurs - from start-ups to companies making millions. We provide access to capital, resources and networks, offering our community a support infrastructure critical for success. www.thenextwomen.com

Ticino Management interprets all the editorial inputs coming from Switzerland’s Lugano, and Zurich. From food to pharmaceuticals, finance to trading, logistics to luxury, the contents of Ticino Management reach around 70.000 readers. www.ticinomanagement.ch

**MEDIA PARTNERS**

**ADJACENT GOVERNMENT**

“Through expert analysis and feature articles, the Adjacent Government publication provides discussion and debate around a number of policy areas within the public sector.” www.adjacentgovernment.co.uk

**Bdaily** is an online publisher of regional business news, covering the North East, North West, Yorkshire and South East. https://bdaily.co.uk/

**European Business Review** is the essential destination for leaders, decision makers and key-influencers who look for in-depth analyses, reliable insight and up-to-date intelligence on People, Places and Issues that matter. www.europenebusinessreview.eu

**Health 2.0 Europe** is the leading showcase of cutting-edge technologies transforming the healthcare systems around the world. Check the full program here and get 15% of your registration using the code FROST15. www.health2con.com/events/conferences/spring-flying-barcelona-2015/

**ICT** (International Clinical Trials) magazine provides in-depth comment and analysis on the developments in clinical research for decision makers operating in the field. Each quarterly issue features articles written by key opinion leaders on areas including: clinical research management, e-clinical and data solutions, clinical trial supply, and other scientific, operational, and regulatory developments. www.samedanltd.com/magazine/ICT

**innoget** is a marketplace of techs for sale and requests. A global community comprised of thousands of professionals who have free access to Tech calls and offers posted by international organizations convinced of the need to collaborate with external partners and actively seek to invest in joint development, technology licensing or any other type of collaboration. www.innoget.com

**International Innovation** is a global dissemination resource that provides insight and analysis on current scientific research trends, as well as funding and policy issues. www.internationalinnovation.com/join-us/registration/

Innovations in Pharmaceutical Technology (IPT) magazine offers in-depth comment and analysis written by experts from within the field. IPT covers the latest developments in drug discovery, laboratory technology, formulation, delivery systems, and other insights and innovations in the field. www.iptonline.com

**Lab Bulletin** is a free online resource for scientists and laboratory professionals where you can catch up on the latest news for laboratory products and services. It is an extensive directory of laboratory suppliers and manufacturers enabling you to contact companies quickly and easily to request further information. www.labbulletin.com

**PharmaTimes Magazine** offers a unique blend of news, features, case studies, analysis and comment on the issues facing the pharma and healthcare sectors. The Magazine has more than 23,000 subscribers, while the website receives 75,378 unique visitors a month. www.pharmatimes.com

**Professional Security Magazine**

www.professionalsecurity.co.uk

**The Register** is the one of the world’s biggest online tech publications, with more than nine million unique users worldwide. Starting out in London in 1998 as an occasional email newsletter, The Register began publishing online daily in 1998. Today The Register is headquartered in London, Sydney and San Francisco. Most Register readers are IT professionals - software engineers, database administrators, sys-admins, networking managers and so on, all the way up to CIOs. http://reg.co/2ezH

**TechWeekEurope UK** is the authoritative UK source for news, features and reviews of business technology. Its aim is to help IT decision makers enhance their business with technology. The site provides insight on topics including mobility, security, cloud computing, public sector and sustainable IT. TechWeekEurope UK is published by NetMediaEurope, a leading B2B IT publisher owning a portfolio of more than 40 sites across Europe. www.techweekeurope.co.uk

**The NextWomen** is a community of Investors, Entrepreneurs & Advisers. We build formats to support the growth of female entrepreneurs - from start-ups to companies making millions. We provide access to capital, resources and networks, offering our community a support infrastructure critical for success. www.thenextwomen.com

**Ticino Management** interprets all the editorial inputs coming from Switzerland’s Lugano, and Zurich. From food to pharmaceuticals, finance to trading, logistics to luxury, the contents of Ticino Management reach around 70.000 readers. www.ticinomanagement.ch
BrightTALK provides online events for professionals and their communities. Every day, thousands of thought leaders are actively sharing their insights, ideas, and most up-to-date knowledge with professionals all over the globe through the online event technologies BrightTALK has created. www.brighttalk.com

Eloqua is the category-defining marketing automation leader and provider of best-practices expertise for marketers around the world. The company's mission is to make its customers the best marketers on earth. Thousands of customers, including Aon, Apple, Fifth Third Bank, Dow Jones, Fidelity and Sybase, rely on Eloqua to execute, automate and measure programmes that generate revenue. www.eloqua.com

The Frost & Sullivan Global Alliance Partner Program offers one of the most compelling channel relationships in the industry with the goal of bringing world-class solutions to our global clientele.

Lenos Software is revolutionizing Relationship Event Marketing. The Lenos Campaign Platform puts the power of Event Marketing in the hands of Marketers for rapid, custom site creation without coding to drive revenue generation and lead management. Lenos enables actionable business intelligence, critical customer insight, campaign measurement, compliance, and dramatically improves productivity. www.lenos.com

Prominic.NET helps small- and mid-sized companies navigate their cloud transformation, quickly and safely. Our innovative StartCloud™ platform delivers cloud-based desktops, servers, data backup, content management and collaboration tools. Our optional on-site appliance solves the "where’s my data?" problem and offers real-time data synchronization between your site and the cloud. www.prominic.net

PR Newswire, an industry-leading content syndication network, reaches audiences of key influencers such as journalists and bloggers worldwide, to drive awareness, social sharing and buyer interest. With news distribution, multimedia, and video production capabilities, PR Newswire helps marketing and communications professionals implement cutting-edge campaigns that stand out from the crowd.

SCIP is a global, non-profit organisation providing education, networking and professional development opportunities to business professionals involved in developing competitive intelligence that enhances organisational decision-making. www.scip.org

Zula is a cross platform mobile app enabling teams of all sizes and types to bring their communication to the 21st century. Any and all functionality needed for streamlined team communication in one mobile offering. File sharing, polling, group messaging, and much more! www.zulaapp.com

The Association of International Product Marketing and Management (AIPMM) is the world's largest professional organisation of product managers, brand managers, product marketing managers and other individuals responsible for guiding their organisations and clients through a constantly changing business landscape. It is the only organisation that represents those who manage the entire product life-cycle throughout any industry. www.aipmm.com

The Appropedia Foundation is building a crowd-sourced multi-lingual sustainable knowledge base at Appropedia.org. Beyond providing infrastructure, Appropedia also fosters a community of volunteers, foundations, academic institutions, international development organisations and for-profit firms that support open sharing of practical wisdom to enable better living with a sustainable environmental footprint. www.appropedia.org

BMA is the business marketer's first line of defence in changing business marketing environments. Today, we're even better at delivering membership benefits that make a difference to your business...today and tomorrow. From our information-packed website to our online skills-building and marketing certification programme, to papers and industry surveys, to interaction with peers, no other organisation delivers the same level of commitment to the information and networking needs of business-to-business marketers. www.marketing.org

Frost & Sullivan Institute (FSI) is a non-profit organisation dedicated to leveraging innovation to address global challenges. Our world is facing serious challenges, which in the coming years could have result catastrophic impacts on our lives if nothing is done to shape the future. The institute leverages Frost & Sullivan research, its staff, clients and partners to work in collaboration to leverage technology innovation and ideas to address these challenges. The institute also provides research support and marketing services to other non-profits around the globe whose missions are aligned with ours. The mission of Frost & Sullivan Institute is to support the leveraging of emerging innovation to address global challenges. Together with the support of Frost & Sullivan — the Growth Partnership Company — and members of its Global Partnership Alliance, FSI works in collaboration with its partners to inspire and evolve technology innovations and ideas to address global challenges.
AGILE’s unique contribution to the world is leveraging executives who are experienced in and passionate about growth, innovation and leadership to address the globe’s big 7 challenges by forming visionary perspectives on each challenge and exploring new and innovative approaches for transforming challenges into opportunities. AGILE members leverage their entrepreneurial skills, capital and leadership abilities working toward creating “The Next Big Thing” and solving some of the planet’s most complex and overwhelming challenges of our time.

Strategic Global Media Partners

BoogarLists

With a qualified directory of more than 2,000 Venture Capital and Mid-Market/LBO private equity firms, BoogarLists is an excellent place for entrepreneurs to begin their search for investment capital. Whether starting a new company or striving to take an early stage company to the next level, CEOs and CFOs will invariably want to seek out new sources of capital or other financial services. BoogarLists provides an extensive directory of financial, operations and marketing services, as well as a comprehensive directory of conferences and associations, across the technology, media and communications industries. www.boogar.com

CEOWORLD Magazine

CEOWORLD Magazine is the only magazine written strictly for chief executive officers (C-level or C-suite) and business leaders — the senior executives, corporate manager, entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, researchers and their peers. As an authority on the future of Business, Finance & Technology, it is a leading source for reliable news, review and updated analysis for people who create and fund the innovations that drive the global economy. With more than 12 million monthly page views, it is now one of the most widely read and respected magazines in the world. An invaluable source of intelligence for and about CEOs, it provides ideas, strategies and tactics for top executive leaders seeking to build more effective organizations. www.ceoworld.biz

Conference Guru

Conference Guru knows that the reasons you attend conferences are to help establish your leadership position in the marketplace and network with your peers. A worthwhile conference experience generates new contacts, sales leads, potential strategic partners and investors; helps gather competitive intelligence and even provides inspiration for new products and services. Conference Guru helps find the right conference for you and hopefully save you a few bucks along the way. www.conferenceguru.com

Connect-World

The Connect-World series of magazines is a forum where the highest-level decision-makers in the ICT industry can air their views regarding the impact these technologies have upon regional and global development. Connect-World publishes editions for each of the world’s major regions: Africa and the Middle East, Asia-Pacific, EMEA, Europe, India, Latin America and North America. www.connect-world.com

Exec Digital

Exec Digital helps executives stay up-to-date with the most current business and lifestyle concerns. www.execdigital.com

Toolbox.com

Toolbox.com help professionals do their jobs better by enabling them to easily share knowledge with experienced peers. Leveraging a proprietary contextual matching system, Toolbox.com packages advertising content into the community interaction process to add value to users and deliver market-leading ROI to vendors advertising to this community of 3 million professionals. www.toolbox.com

F R O S T & S U L L I V A N

AGILE

Conference Guru

AGILE 2015: EUROPE

The Global Community of Growth, Innovation and Leadership
14 May, 2015 | Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington - London

Partners and Media Partners
Registration for GIL 2015: Europe is ‘By Invitation Only’. Delegate Fee indicated herewith would be applicable for interested delegates. The same will be subject to confirmation on the basis of seat availability, which would be allocated on first-come, first-served basis. For information on partnership options, please contact, Birgitta Cederstrom at birgitta.cederstrom@frost.com

VENUE INFORMATION
Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington, London

ONLINE
www.frost.com/gileu

EMAIL
gilglobal@frost.com

PHONE
+44 (0) 20 7343 8383

Payment Procedures
Payment in full is required immediately upon registration and is non-refundable. Every effort is made to ensure that the speakers noted in this brochure are present, but changes beyond Frost & Sullivan’s control may occur. The program agenda will be updated bi-weekly and can be downloaded from www.frost.com/gileu

Frost & Sullivan makes every effort to hold the planned event. In the unlikely occurrence that the event is cancelled or postponed, Frost & Sullivan is not responsible for any hotel or travel arrangements that you have made.

Booking Terms and Conditions
Registration Fees: A full invoice will be forwarded on receipt of registration. Fees must be paid in full prior to the event. The fee includes refreshments, lunch and full documentation. Cheques/Demand Drafts should be made payable to Frost & Sullivan International. Please note: If full payment is not received prior to the event start date then admission to the event may be refused. Change of Terms: It may be necessary for reasons beyond our control to alter the venue, timetable or content of the event. Fees will be refunded should the event be cancelled by Frost & Sullivan. We accept no liability for any other cost.

About Frost & Sullivan
Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary innovation that addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break today’s market participants.

Our “Growth Partnership” supports clients by addressing these opportunities and incorporating two key elements driving visionary innovation: The Integrated Value Proposition and The Partnership Infrastructure.

- The Integrated Value Proposition provides support to our clients throughout all phases of their journey to visionary innovation including: research, analysis, strategy, vision, innovation and implementation.

- The Partnership Infrastructure is entirely unique as it constructs the foundation upon which visionary innovation becomes possible. This includes our 360 degree research, comprehensive industry coverage, career best practices as well as our global footprint of more than 40 offices.

For more than 50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the global 1000, emerging businesses, the public sector and the investment community.
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Gain access to visionary innovation

GIL 2015: EUROPE
The Global Community of Growth, Innovation and Leadership
14 May, 2015 | Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington - London

Register online! www.frost.com/gileu

Registration/pricing schedule

‘By Invitation Only’
For Interested Delegates:
GIL 2015: Europe
£795
The Global Community of Growth, Innovation and Leadership

*Confirmation subject to seat availability; does not include Travel and Stay

Attire: Business Casual
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